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Abstract—The relative influence of perception and situation in emotional judgments has been extensively debated in psychology. A main issue in this debate concerns how these sources of information are integrated. This work proposes a method able to make probabilistic predictions of appraisals of other agents, using mental models of those agents. From these appraisal predictions, predictions about another agent's expressions are made, integrated with observations of the other agent’s ambiguous emotional expressions using Bayesian techniques, resulting in updates to the agent’s mental models. Our method is inspired by psychological work on human interpretation of emotional expressions. We demonstrate how these appraisals of others’ emotions and observations of their expressions can be an integral part of an agent capable of Theory of Mind reasoning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interpreting what others are feeling and thinking is an integral part of our day-to-day lives. The speaker presenting research at a conference scans the people in the audience wondering whether they are entertained, bored or angry. Similarly, the mother of a new born child observes her baby and wonders: is he happy, tired or is he in need of changing? These inferences can draw on several sources of information, including the situation the observed person is in, the observer’s model of the observed’s goals and beliefs and the observed’s behavior such as their facial expressions.

One of the fundamental questions that arises concerns how these sources of information are integrated. A senior professor in the audience seems to be frowning but the speaker’s prior beliefs led him to expect the professor to like the research being presented. Should the speaker interpret that ambiguous frown as negative reaction to the content being presented or is it rather a sign of concentration showing deep interest? Moreover, should the facial expression be a signal that suggests revising his beliefs about the senior professor’s attitudes about the research?

These questions raise fundamental issues that have been debated extensively in psychology. For example, Ekman [1], Tomkins [2], [3], and Izard [4], in the case of expressions, argue that some facial expressions signal specific “basic emotions”. Those expressions become then, according to this view, a biological adaption, universally recognized, in order to express those basic emotions. In contrast to this “facial dominance” view, Carroll and Russell [5] argue for a “limited situational dominance”. Carroll and Russell argue that situation is fundamental when judging emotions from expression, and that it can even dominate if it is consistent with the expression in terms or arousal and dominance.

We are interested in this issue from the perspective of constructing agents that can integrate bottom-up perception of another agent’s emotional behavior and top-down predictions based on models of that other agent’s beliefs, goals and intentions and use that integration to revise either or both the perception and beliefs. This raises a range of challenges including how to computationally model how these top-down and bottom-up influences are integrated, how the discrepancies between sources are resolved, how to determine which source of information dominates and how the integration influences ambiguous perceptions and beliefs about the other agent.

For our work, we start by drawing on the idea of reverse, or reverse engineered, appraisal [6], [7]. Appraisal theories typically argue that emotion arises from a process of a subjective assessment of the relation between the situation and a person’s concerns. Reverse appraisal essentially inverts this function, trying to make inferences about a person’s personality, goals or beliefs based on their emotional expressions/reactions.

However, how we model the phenomena breaks from the ideas of reverse appraisal in several ways. First, instead of inverting appraisal we argue that the appraisal is operating top-down in the forward direction making (probabilistic) predictions about other agents’ reactions and these predictions are then resolved against bottom-up (probabilistic) perceptions of emotional expressions. The result may alter the perception, the beliefs about the other agent or both. The approach is in line with views that argue the brain is a prediction device [8]. Second, having eliminated reverse appraisal we then proceed to eliminate appraisal, taking an approach in line with Si et al. [9] whereby appraisal is a byproduct of social agent’s theory of mind (ToM) processes involved in decision-making and belief revision, in other words that appraisal is an “integral part of the cognitive processes that a social agent must perform to maintain its beliefs about others and to inform its decision-making” [10]. Finally, we seek to model not only perception of emotion expressions role in updating beliefs, but also how the situation and beliefs about the other inform/bias the interpretation of those perceptions.

In this paper, specifically we make a review of some of the approaches that have inspired this work (Section II). In Section III a method is proposed consistent with the top-down operation of appraisals previously described. Subsection III-A describes PsychSim as the supporting tool and modeling of
the world and Subsection III-B describes the general steps followed. Section IV describes the implementation of an illustrative example and finally a discussion is offered in Section V.

II. SUPPORTING APPROACHES

The way an individual behaves in situations helps another observer to make inferences about that individual [11], [12]. Specifically the perception of emotional expressions is useful to know about the beliefs, goals or character of the observed individual [6]. For example in [13] it is analyzed how this process occurs in negotiation. The effect of one negotiator’s emotions (expressions) on the decisions of other negotiators are analyzed. Specifically, the authors found that when anger is perceived in the opponent, individuals tend to have lower demands and larger concessions, while when perceiving happiness, demands are higher and concessions are smaller. Observations of the emotional feedback is used to modify the belief of what will be the next course of actions of the opponent. In similar experiments [7], C. M. de Melo et al. found that the human opponents that perceived guilt in the virtual characters tended to concede more. This result contrasted with previous findings [14], where guilt meant apology and willingness to make amends and hence people tended to concede less. The difference between both results lies in the particularities of the situation when displaying emotions in the judged individual. This brought to the table the importance of the context in the interpretation of emotions.

Closely related is the work by Hareli and Hess [6]. In this work it is argued that it is possible to make inferences about the personality of other people using their emotional reaction through a mechanism of “reverse engineering” that starts from a person’s emotional reaction to derive appraisal information. In this study it was observed for example, that somebody that reacts with anger to an event is perceived as more aggressive than one that reacts with sadness or with a smile. Further, an individual that reacted with anger or with a smile was judged to be more self-confident than the one who reacted with sadness. It was also found that it is the appraisals that mediated the effects, in effect it was the appraisals, not the emotions, that lead to the personality judgments.

From the above mentioned works it is important to consider two different situations. If an individual A is judging an individual B starting from B’s emotions in reaction to an event e, A may either assess what were B’s appraisals (and hence B’s beliefs, goals or personality) by doing a “reverse engineering” (Figure 1(a)), or A can infer, by using its beliefs about B what would be B’s appraisals (and emotions) given e (Figure 1(b)), and consequently A can either update its beliefs about B based on the emotions perceived and/or modify the emotional perception.

The questions related to the extent to which either the situation (e.g. the event e, A’s beliefs about B) or the perception (B’s emotional expression) influence A’s judgments of facial expressions has been addressed by authors like H. G. Wallbott [15], J. M. Carroll and J. A. Russell [5]. In [15] the author argues for separated judgments of facial expression and context at first instance. Then, if both observations are concordant in relation to the emotions they may suggest, there is no ambiguity to solve, but if both observations make the individual to think on different emotions then, according to [15], the observer may use some sort of strategy to find out what the observed individual is actually feeling. On the other hand, in [5] the authors perform studies that demonstrate that, by considering only facial expressions it is not possible to infer specific emotions if circumstances or situation are not evaluated. They argue that the situation can even determine the specific emotion chosen. If situation and expression, when judged individually, are congruent in the nature and magnitude of pleasure and arousal associated to them, then individuals tend to choose specific emotions guided by the situation. In contrast, if situation and expression are incongruent in the nature and magnitude of pleasure and arousal, then the facial information takes precedence when judging specific emotions.

III. DISAMBIGUATION AT A COGNITIVE LEVEL

Our approach is grounded in ToM [16] and appraisal theory [17], [18]. Starting from an event, an agent’s prediction about another’s emotional reaction depends on appraisals, which in turn are a byproduct of the agent’s ToM capacity to reason about the relationship between a situation and the other’s
concerns. We use PsychSim: a multiagent-based simulation tool [19], in order to simulate human social behavior and also the structures used are based in PsychSim modeling of the world. PsychSim is grounded in ToM, allowing us to build entities that can have goals, beliefs, and also mental models about other entities.

A. PsychSim Modeling of the beliefs

In PsychSim agents can have beliefs about the goals and behavior of other agents through fully specified decision theoretic models. An agent can also have models about itself. These quantitative recursive models include information about other agents’ beliefs and expectations that allow, for example, to assess the impact of the agent’s behavior on the self or other agents’ goals and beliefs.

Basically an agent in PsychSim maintains its own beliefs about the world, goals and policies to achieve the goals. Through a state structure the agent keeps track of the values of the features that represent its subjective view of its ‘True’ state. An agent’s actions are the actions an agent can chose to perform to modify the state of the world. The goals of an agent determine what are the motivations for some behavior, which is represented through a reward function that allows the agent to evaluate cost and benefits given a state of the world. Goals have weights that establish the relative preferences of goals. The agent selects an action by using policies. In PsychSim, policies can take several forms, but here we assume only lookahead policies whereby the agent projects the effects of its actions as well as how other agents will re-act. Thus this projection simulates the behavior of the other agents and the dynamics of the world for each action. This projection is bounded for N steps in the future. This bounded projection is designed to reflect the bounded reasoning that people perform in a real world. Finally an agent has also beliefs which are a representation of what an agent thinks is the state of the world. Beliefs have the same representation of the objective real world. An agent’s beliefs about other agents are its “mental models” of other agents and they include the other agent’s goals, beliefs and policies.

B. General Steps

In order to describe the process for updating an agent’s mental models, we will use a simple, illustrative situation: i) an agent A performs an action $a$, ii) then an agent B reacts to $a$ with an expression $E$ that A perceives and finally iii) the agent A updates its beliefs by using the emotions corresponding to the expression $E$ and its beliefs of B. In order to determine how the mental models that agent A has about B are updated three main steps were performed:

1) Inference of the appraisal derivations patterns.
2) Inference of emotion categories.
3) Updating of the mental models.

1) Deriving appraisal patterns: For A to update its beliefs, and specifically its mental models about B starting from what it already thinks about B, at first it is required to find out what would be B’s appraisals according to A’s current beliefs. In PsychSim an agent can project the effects of an action it performs $N$ steps in the future. Assuming that the agents’ turns alternate, then each step of the projection in the inference process contains:

- The actions $\tilde{A}_{ag_i} = \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \rangle$ an agent $ag_i$ can perform for a given state $s^t$ of the world.
- For each action the possible mental models $\tilde{M}_{ag_i} = \langle m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_\mu \rangle$ of the agent $ag_i$ that can be considered.
- Finally, for each possible action $a_i$ and mental model $m_i$ to use for agent $ag_i$ it is possible to get also different possible states $\tilde{S}^{t+1} = \langle s_{i+1}^1, s_{i+1}^2, \ldots, s_{i+1}^\mu \rangle$. That is: if the action $a_i$ performed according to mental model $m_i$ does not produce more than one result for each feature of $s^t$ (in other words, there are no probabilistic effects), then there is only one candidate state $s_{i+1}$ with probability 1, otherwise the result is a probability distribution.

Then the total number of candidate next states of the world given an action (equivalent to the number of branches for this action) is determined by the number $\mu$ of mental models about agent B and the number $\gamma$ of candidate states according to the action $a$. $\gamma$ is independent of $\mu$ and its value is always the same regardless of the model $m$ so the number of branches $\gamma$ can be calculated as $\gamma = \mu \star \gamma$. Considering each combination action-model-state as a “branch of projection” $b_k(a,m,s)$ starting from a given state $s^t$, a PsychSim agent can calculate appraisals as a byproduct of its normal forward projection, as Si et al. [9] argues. Specifically, the agent will calculate the different utilities associated to each “branch” and hence, different possible appraisal patterns and emotional reactions for agent $ag_i$ for each new candidate state of the world. Here we consider four key appraisal dimensions that are inspired by Smith and Lazarus’s [20] and Roseman’s [21] theories of cognitive appraisal: motivational congruence, motivational relevance, control and probability. The model of appraisal proposed in [10] also supports the appraisal derivation in our approach, since it studies the coupling between the model of appraisals and PsychSim as a decision-theoretic framework. It is also based on Smith and Lazarus’s theories of appraisal.

a)Motivational congruence and relevance: Motivational relevance expresses the extent to which an event is related to individual goals and motivational congruence represents the extent to which this event facilitates or inhibits individual goals [20]. In order to determine the motivational congruence and motivational relevance of each $b_k(a,m,s)$ we start from the concepts of current utility and previous utility used in [10]. Previous utility is the expected utility for agent B before agent A performs the action $a$ (which is the event under analysis), and current utility is the expected utility for agent B after the action $a$ is performed by agent A, reflecting its effect. These values determine the ratio of utility change (representing motivational relevance) and the direction of the change (representing motivational congruence).

b) Control: Also called “control potential”, sets to what extent an individual can take control or influence the motive-relevant aspects of an event [21]. It means: to what extent
something can or cannot be done (by the individual under analysis or others), about the situation produced by an event. Returning to our generic example, the computation of control uses the lookahead of the agent A after performing a and, for each possible action of agent B on the frontier of each branch $b_k(a, m, s)$ it was determined if the correspondent utility was higher than the previous utility (the same used to calculate motivational congruence and relevance). The magnitude of control is then given by the proportion of “higher utilities” on the branches with respect to the number of branches. Note that the actions under analysis can be performed by the agent B itself or by any other agent, which means that B could seek instrumental social support from those other agents [9].

c) Probability: According to [21] this appraisal dimension indicates the probability of the situation produced by an event. Given the action $a$ performed by agent A of the generic example, it is the probability of each branch conditioned on this action $a$: $Pr(b_k|a)$. The branch is determined by the mental model selected for agent B and one of the resulting states. In PsychSim the mental models that agent A has about agent B are organized in a probability distribution, as well as the candidate states for an action $a$ and model $m$. They determine the probability of the branch. The dependency between $m$ and the choice of the action, $a$, is independent of the dependency between the effect of the action, $s$, once $a$ has been chosen. Equation 1 shows this result.

$$Pr(b_k|a) = Pr(m, s|a) = Pr(m|a) \cdot Pr(s|a)$$ (1)

2) Deriving emotion categories: In section III-B1 it is described how an appraisal pattern is obtained for each branch of projection. The probability of each appraisal pattern is given by the probability of the corresponding branch (see Equation 1) and hence, this will be also the probability of the emotion corresponding to the branch. Table I shows the mapping from an appraisal pattern to an emotion category which is mainly based in the mappings of [21] and [22]. We assume as ‘high’ those values above the medium value in the range of possible values and ‘low’ otherwise. The probability of each emotion category $Ec_j$ is the sum of the probabilities of the corresponding appraisal patterns, which is equivalent to the probability of the corresponding branch, $b_k$ (see Equation 2). Note that $Pr(Ec_j|b_k)$ will be 1 for any branch from where $Ec_j$ was derived ($Ec_k = Ec_j$) and 0 when $Ec_k \neq Ec_j$. Note that multiple $b_k$ are consistent with a given $Ec_j$, i.e. the same $Ec_j$ can be derived from more than one $b_k$.

$$Pr(Ec_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{nb} Pr(b_k, Ec_j)$$

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{nb} Pr(Ec_j|b_k) \cdot Pr(b_k)$$ (2)

Equation 3 shows how to calculate the probability of $Ec_j$ for a model $m$, which is the sum of the probabilities of the branches that include $m$. In equation 3 $Pr(Ec_j|m, b_k)$ is the probability of $Ec_j$ for a branch and model, and $Pr(b_k|m)$ is either 0 or 1. If it is 1 then $m$ does not provide any more information about $Ec_j$ than $b_k$ already does.

$$Pr(Ec_j|m) = \sum_{k=1}^{nb} Pr(Ec_j, m|b_k)$$

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{nb} Pr(Ec_j|m, b_k) \cdot Pr(b_k|m)$$ (3)

3) Updating models: The underlying idea in order to judge what an individual is feeling from a point of view of an observer is informed by Wallbott’s work [15] and J. M. Carroll and J. A. Russell’s work [5]. In our approach the observer starts from two distributions of possible emotion categories. One distribution represents what emotions $Ec_j$ the perceived expression of agent B suggests and to what extent; we will call it $\Theta$. The other distribution represents the emotions derived from the appraisals for each possible model of the observer. The update of the observer’s beliefs will depend then on the comparison of these two distributions. For example, if the perception and the inference are the same then there is a high confidence in the current state of the observer’s beliefs and no update is made. On the contrary, if perception and inference are incongruent then perceptions will have more relevance, and hence, they will impact the updating of the observer’s beliefs.

The way to compute the update of the distribution over agent A’s mental models’ probabilities in relation to agent B is shown in Equations 4, 5, and 6.

$$Pr(m|\Theta) = \text{normalize}(Pr(\Theta|m) \cdot Pr(m)) \quad \text{Bayes rule}$$ (4)

$$= \text{normalize} \left( \prod_{i} Pr(\Theta_i|m) \cdot Pr(m) \right)$$ (5)

$$= \text{normalize} \left( \prod_{i} \left( \sum_{j} Pr(\Theta_i|m, Ec_j) \cdot Pr(Ec_j|m) \right) \cdot Pr(m) \right)$$ (6)

Let $m$ be one of the possible mental models agent A has about agent B. $\Theta$ represents perceived emotional categories (distinct from $Ec_j$ which represents true emotional categories). $Pr(Ec_j|\Theta)$ is the probability of emotion category $Ec_j$ in the perception but we refer to this emotion category just as $\Theta_i$ in Equations 5 and 6 for simplification.

In equation 4, $Pr(\Theta|m)$ represents the likelihood of the perception given the selected mental model $m$ for agent B. This expression is derived using Bayes’ rule.
In Equation 5, the probability of the perception is expressed in relation to $\Theta$ individual emotion categories$^{1}$. In Equation 6, $\Pr(\Theta | m, E_c)$ can be intuitively described as: the likelihood of perceiving the emotion category $l$ given all possible true emotion categories $j$ of model $m$, Note that, $\Pr(\Theta | m, E_c) = \Pr(\Theta | l)$ when $l = j$ (same emotion categories) and 0 otherwise.

Thus far we have shown how to update an agent’s beliefs. One way to update the perceptions would be to calculate the probability of the perception given the updated belief (see Equation 7 for reference). We return to this issue in the discussion section.

$$\Pr(E_c | \Theta) = \text{normalize} \left( \prod_{l} \Pr(\Theta | E_c) \cdot \Pr(E_c) \right)$$

$$= \text{normalize} \left( \prod_{l} \Pr(\Theta | E_c) \sum_{m} \Pr(E_c | m) \cdot \Pr(m) \right)$$

(7)

IV. BOSS WORKER EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate our approach we show how the simple example of section III-B is implemented in PsychSim. The example represents a situation where a worker is told that he is fired. His boss must then find out if what he currently thinks about the worker is accurate or not according to the emotional expression of the worker.

Table II shows the possible models for each agent. Each agent can store multiple models of itself, some models are represented as a discrete distribution of possible (mental) models of the other agent. In the case of the boss, he believes that the worker “loveswork” with a probability of 0.4 and that the worker “hateswork” with a probability of 0.6. Additionally, the boss has beliefs about the worker’s beliefs about the boss. Specifically, the boss “hateswork” model of the worker, for example, is linked to the worker beliefs that he (the boss) behaves as an “efficientBoss” with probability 0.2 and that he behaves as a “notEfficientBoss” with probability 0.8. On the other hand the worker doesn’t store beliefs about the boss so he will use the boss’s ‘True’ model as a default.

Figure 2 depicts the actions each class of agent can perform (parallelograms), the features that belong to them or to the world (ellipses) and the models of each agent (documents). Each possible mental model is represented with dotted lines and it is associated with its corresponding reward functions. For example, in the case of the worker agent, when behaving under the model “loveswork”, he will try to set the feature “jobActive” to True and he will try to maximize its feature “evaluation”. In PsychSim it is also possible to specify the dynamics of the actions that agents can perform. For example when the boss “fires” the worker, in response the worker can even “argue” to improve his evaluation and get better chances to recover his job, or “search for candidates jobs”. Also when the boss “reduces the wage” of the worker, the worker can also “search for candidates jobs”. Additionally either for “fire” or for “reduce wage” the worker has an emotional expression in response that has associated a distribution of emotions categories. Naturally, and according to the rewards functions of each model of the worker, if the worker “loveswork” he will try to “argue” instead of search candidate jobs because to recover his job has much more importance to him than switch to another work. Similarly, if he “hateswork” the action “searchCandidateJobs” will have more value to him than the action “argue”.

Table III shows roughly the results of the process of inference of the agent ‘boss’ in relation to the agent ‘worker’.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Possible models</th>
<th>Mental models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boss</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>worker: loveswork (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>efficientBoss</td>
<td>worker: hateswork (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>notEfficientBoss</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worker</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>boss: efficientBoss (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hateswork</td>
<td>boss: notEfficient Boss (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loveswork</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>boss belief: worker hateswork</th>
<th>boss belief: worker loveswork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>doNothing</td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fire</em></td>
<td>argue</td>
<td>*argue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*search Candidate Job</td>
<td>boss: efficientBoss</td>
<td>boss: notEfficientBoss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduceWage</td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
<td>*searchCandidateJob</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EMOTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived emotions</th>
<th>joy (0.6), fear (0.1), anger (0.4), sadness (0.1), neutral (0.1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perception: fear (0.6), anger (0.4)</td>
<td>joy (0.1), sadness (0.1), anger (0.1), fear (0.4), neutral (0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| boss modified beliefs | worker: loveswork (0.73) | hateswork (0.27) |

---

1We assume that all emotion categories are independent
Additionally, in the reasoning of the boss, when the worker “hateswork”, the worker would have different beliefs about the boss, that need to be considered independently as well as their probabilities. That is why for example, for the action “fire” of the boss and the action “argue” of the worker, one more step of the simulation is performed that generates two more branches. This inference process helps the boss to figure out what emotions the worker may experience after his action of firing him, being “fire” the boss’s best action to perform given the current state of the world. The boss finds that if the worker “hateswork” then the worker will feel joy with a probability of 0.6 and if the worker “loveswork” then the experienced emotion will be fear (0.4). We assign a small probability (0.1) to those emotions not inferred from the model since there is not a complete certainty of their absence. At the end of Table III the boss modified beliefs are shown. This update starts from a perception that gives to the emotion ‘fear’ and to emotion ‘anger’ probabilities 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. The last row of Table III shows the updates of the models. The model that fits better with the perception is “loveswork”, since one of the emotions inferred from it was also perceived.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The capability to model others can potentially benefit human computer interaction, as well as, more specifically, the design of agents that can interact with people and other emotional agents. Effective use of these models requires the ability to update them in light of ambiguous observations and conversely to disambiguate those observations. That has led us to explore the question of how predictions about another agent’s emotional reaction is integrated with perception of the expressions of emotion and how that integration refines those predictions and revises the observations.

In this work, we chose to leverage a Bayesian approach to the problem, adding functionality to an existing multi-agent system to realize the approach. We focused mainly on the part of the problem whereby prediction and observation revises beliefs and only briefly touched on the question of how predictions might disambiguate observations. We proposed and implemented a three step method that follows a top-down mechanism to revise beliefs by integrating probabilistic inferences and probabilistic perception of the emotional expression.

Several questions remain. Our focus was largely on how ambiguous perceptions might update uncertain beliefs and we only briefly touched upon how strong prior beliefs might alter perception. One way to approach this, as we showed earlier is to assume the updated beliefs in turn influence perception, thereby not fully addressing what takes precedence: the judgment of the perception individually, the inference from the situation, or both? For example, one might instead model it as more of a simultaneous, mutual influence. Further the calculations assumed uncertainty is resolved at the level of the emotion category, but one might argue instead that the uncertainty is resolved at the level of appraisals or facial features which can lead to different underlying correspondences between predictions and perceptions. The next steps of research should also address how the system can be extended to a wider and more diverse set of emotions; how to extend the approach with models to derive emotions from the expression; and how to use this structures to update either the models of expression of other agents or the nature of the emotions actually expressed by other agents.
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